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Abstract—Due to various differences in hardware architectures of devices in ubiquitous computing systems, portability and platform-independency become the main challenge for graphics programming in system design. In this paper, we propose an adaptive user interface programming toolkit for system design in ubiquitous computing environment. The toolkit leverages an existing system software infrastructure, making the application programming straightforward and platform independent. This proposed toolkit can be divided into two parts: the first part consists of open source cross-platform graphics libraries which are encapsulated into the platform dependent part of backend library for interacting with specific system. While another one, called core library, is responsible for the functions of control logics, graphics drawing and backend management. To demonstrate the practical use of this toolkit and its portability, a case study is provided for demonstration. The test results on three different embedded systems show its good adaptability on multi-platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the ubiquitous intelligence environments, users usually need to control various devices such as TV, air conditioner, refrigerator and even electronic watch simultaneously. To obtain the services that a user needs under the specific situation, the user should know the functions and positions of the buttons in several remote controllers. Since it is difficult to manipulate them and the number of the devices that we can control increases with the system scale [1], we get to complain these designs of user interface. For even worse, there are hundreds of manufacturers and thousands of styles in the emerging ubiquitous computing environments that we cannot force all of them fit the ubiquitous design. In addition, it is inconvenient to develop application programs in an embedded system. Unlike the PC application development, we have to conduct the cross compiling process through special compile tool. It is evident that user interface should be built on some middleware. So, a new Graphic User Interface (GUI) programming toolkit should be based on some abstraction layers [20] and keep its adaption in different platform when writing applications.

At present, there are several embedded GUI toolkits that have been developed successfully for this multi-platform use. The most used one is Qt-Embedded [7], which can be ported across desktop and embedded operating systems, with integrated development tools. But the drawback of it is the inconvenience for memory-constraint system due to its large package size. wxWidget [8] is another multi-platform GUI library, which provides applications a truly native look and feel. However, lack of object-oriented consistency in structure makes it insufficient for platform-independent system design and development. FLTK [9] also provides basic functions of GUI programming; what is more, due to tailoring into lightweight one, it is more suitable for embedded system. But it cannot give enough non-English international language support.

There are also some attempts [2,3,4] to exploit multi-platform using GUI document technology. The widget tree structure can be easily translated to a description in Extensible Marking Language (XML) or other user interface languages form. These scripts are sent to possible clients who parse it and display on the user interface according to the parameters specified in GUI documents. However practicability in programming is not good enough especially when an application is extreme complicated.

To sum up all tools and libraries mentioned above, this paper proposed and worked out a multi-platform user interface programming toolkit, named huG, for embedded software development. It extends the existing work in two important ways: 1) Mature graphics libraries are used for totally new technique to retrieve low level event and operate the graphics devices; and 2) Widget subsystem is designed for object-oriented programming.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to unify the platforms to a simple but effective way, we compared some typical libraries for event handling and graphics operations, like the libevent [10] library, the libwm [11] library, the SDL [5] library and the OpenGL library. Eventually, we decided to use SDL for event retrieving as well as basic graphics operations and we use OpenGL[6] for 3D application building. Besides, we use a subset of STL [12] to hold data structures and use the CMake [13] to generate Makefile for project automatically.

A. Multi-platform Implementation Using SDL

SDL is a cross-platform multimedia library that presents a simple interface to various platforms’ graphics, sounds and input devices. For our use, we simply wrap the application programming interfaces (APIs) into class partly.
So that we can get the events of SDL, control the frame buffer in Linux system and access the DirectX in Microsoft Windows system.

But before we use this library, in order to support a specific hardware system, we have to configure it case by case. For instance, in ARM based Linux system, it only support rendering directly to the Framebuffer [25] instead of using the X Window System [24]. After that, we can build a custom dynamic link library for the specific system. Since there are a lot of extensive libraries of SDL, we also need to configure several macro switches to use them. The USE_SDL variable in configure script is used to auto-configure the dependencies for ports which use an SDL based library like sdl_image and sdl_mixer. So, we will see that extensive libraries are linked in.

B. Multi-platform Implementation Using OpenGL

Although SDL is enough to support the platform independent layer in our toolkit, we need 3D support for some special cases. As we all know, OpenGL is the foundation for high performance graphics. We can use OpenGL to cooperate with the basic SDL, making a perfect 3D user interface. For an embedded system, we can use the subset of OpenGL that is the OpenGL ES (OpenGL for Embedded Systems). But in fact, OpenGL ES is a standard that do not have an official version implementation. In our toolkit, we choose picoGL [14] for rendering which wrote by Jim Huang. The picoGL is a lightweight OpenGL subset implementation based on OpenGL ES specification with some improvements, such as Linux Frame buffer backend, fixed-point optimizations, enhanced API, etc. Unfortunately, picoGL can only be built using cross toolkit with fixed-point support. For this reason, we have to build a cross tool chain by ourselves. We use the Crosstool [15] wrote by Dan Kegel to do these work.

C. A Subset of STL-RDESTL

Considering the consistency coding, we use a lot of STL containers to implement the GUI structures instead of using data structures wrote by ourselves. Meanwhile, STL can guarantee the stability of whole system as well as the performance. However, for a portable toolkit, considering its size, we have to choose a subset of STL. Efforts have been made on putting together a small subset of the STL changed for some game development requirements called the RDESTL[12]. It provides some basic containers, a string class, and some additional container types like intrusive containers.

D. Source Code Management Using CMake

Since we build a toolkit for multiple platforms, it is better to choose a good tool to organize our source code. CMake is a cross-platform, open-source make system used to control the software compilation process using simple platform and compiler independent configuration files. It generates native makefiles and workspaces that can be used in the compiler environment of your choice. CMake is quite sophisticated. It is possible to support complex environments requiring system configuration, pre-processor generation, code generation, and template instantiation.

III. FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS

In this paper, we consider how GUIs can be successfully disposed, not only in multiple versions, but so that it can be ported across multiple platforms and on multiple devices. Our research has identified the structure of the problem domain, and we have filled in some of the answers. The key issues [19] are that for a given program, existing or planned, it is desirable to decouple the following elements: programming language, logical control components, hardware runtime environments or virtual machines, and operating systems.

In this way, we achieve separation of the GUI specification from the program so it can be reused in other programs, possibly written in other languages; and a portability path for the whole system onto their existing, or future, operating systems, with possibly different virtual machines.

To compare with conventional GUI, a multi-platform GUI has to be built on an abstraction layer for different platforms, while the upper components have to be modified accordingly. The Fig.1 shows a typical hierarchical relationship in multi-platform environment, where the shadow zones represents the modified GUI. In this section, we would like to analyze how to separate GUI into components which can be reused. The platform abstraction layer can be treated as a middleware that it can be very flexible for different systems. The GUI component should match the interface provided by platform abstraction layer. Last, the event handling in GUI component should extract features of different event models so that it can bypass any interface of operating systems.

![Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of multi-platform GUI](image)

A. Platform abstraction Layer

Platform abstraction layer shields development engineers from low level hardware interfaces in order to enable the upper component to be platform independent by providing a consistent interface for interaction regardless of the operating system or data transport used. The consistent
interface is necessary given the broad variety of operating systems and data transports that exist within embedded system.

In our solution, the platform abstraction layer means operating system abstraction and hardware abstraction together. But all of abstractions refer to graphics devices and input devices. It is a very small part but related to GUI operations. Since some embedded system composed by a tiny and simple kernel and some board support package, it is necessary to control hardware related to GUI through an independent way other than operating system interfaces. However, more and more embedded operating systems have complete functions like desktop system. Thus, the operating system abstraction layer is provided for calling different system interface for hardware interactions. It is possible to organize input forms into two standard forms, i.e., mouse and keyboard because the general embedded system need not too many unusual perceptions. Nevertheless outputs of graphics are hard to unify, at least, drivers of graphics card vary from producers to products. Platform abstraction layer only creates a piece of memory space to draw that uses the simplest method to fit different systems.

Anyway, platform abstraction layer try to make the transformation as easy as possible. The whole work can be done by incept several middleware.

B. Event Handling

Events for GUI are the impulses that results in all of actions. Unfortunately, operating systems do not have the common realization. So an independent GUI should reorganize the event model. Actually, events can simply be divided into system event and action event while system event refers to mouse clicking, keyboard typing which generate externally, and action event follows system event for a user defined action. For the new event handling, it is possible to apply the Reactor pattern [17] which is used for I/O synchronization in network services. The reactor pattern completely separates application specific code from the reactor implementation, which means that application components can be divided into modular, reusable parts. Also, due to the synchronous calling of request handlers, it reduces blocking time to the system.

In our event model, every time the user types a character or pushes a mouse button, an event occurs and any object can be notified of the event. All it has to do is to implement the appropriate interface and to be registered as an event listener on the appropriate event source. Each event is represented by an object that gives information about the event and identifies the event source. In this context, event sources are typically components, but other kinds of objects can also be event sources. Event-handling code executes in a single thread. This ensures that each event handler will finish executing before the next executions.

C. Widget Subsystem

Since we pursue the lightweight and platform independent user interface, it is evident that the widget subsystem should be very succinct. Any of widgets or controls should be adaptive with all of runtime environments. In a size-constrained system, the widgets adjust their size proportionally, and even change their appearance to some planned modality. Another important problem to be addressed is what is the exact number of widgets should be customized. And what kinds of widget should be involved.

Thus, it is sufficient that a good hierarchy of this subsystem surely increases the adaption of whole system. Our design of widget inheritance structure is shown in Fig.2.

From Fig.2 we can see that the hierarchy is quite simple. When we implement these widgets, we just need five times to vertical remake the original one which is the direct parent.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation, named huG, consists of three modules. The core management module and widget module compose the core library, which is one of dynamic link library. And the platform abstraction module acts as another dynamic link library; the backend library. The Fig.3 shows deployment between modules of huG.

A. Platform abstraction Module

The platform abstraction module provides four main functions. The class Graphics is used for basic drawing operations, such as point, line, and color drawings, etc. It is similar to Microsoft Windows’ GDI. Besides, this class holds a clipping area stack which is very important for redrawing. The clipping area in huG is a rectangle that records its position but the operations are free. The platform abstraction instance can overload these member functions. The class Input is used for handling mouse inputs and keyboard inputs. The class Text provides operations of fonts. The class Image and class ImageLoader are responsible for picture loading, rotating and displaying and so force. They are four major classes as shown in table 1.

These classes encapsulate some common interfaces of different platforms into their member functions for applications. In some degree, they are limited virtualizations from characters extracted by physical devices. They are standard interfaces to guarantee that only these member functions for application programming are used. Actually, they are empty base class indeed. A concrete class for platform interaction should give most of standard interfaces. At this version of huG, there are two native implementations have been provided by using cross-platform graphics library.
like SDL and OpenGL. They inherit all of base classes of platform abstraction module respectively. The SDL version is used for normal scene rendering, while SDL combined with OpenGL is used for advanced 3D scene rendering. But there are limits for some special usage cases which are not supported by SDL and OpenGL. Therefore, we have to increase additional interfaces manually.

For simplicity, the module does not distinguish user operations and system affairs, but organize them into an integrated class, named Gui, for all global creations, registers and distributions. Every application has at least one class instance, and then builds specifics of GUI through its interfaces. Meanwhile, the running circle calls member functions of Gui for logic of widget system.

Besides, exception handling and resources can be included in this module, since Gui relies on these heavily. When coding an application, the `try-catch` structure has to be used. It is the simplest way to locate an error occurs. Therefore, this module has three classes now; the Gui class for mainly control, the Exception class for exception handling and the Resource class for resource requesting.

### B. Core Management Module

In fact, core management module provides not only convenience in management but also the uniform programming interfaces. These functions are shown in Table 2.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Belonging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Widget subsystem management</td>
<td>Get and set the top widget; drawing the widget subsystem</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics device abstract management</td>
<td>Get and set the graphics device abstract instance</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input abstract management</td>
<td>Get and set the input device abstract instance</td>
<td>Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global status management</td>
<td>Maintains some global variables</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global listeners management</td>
<td>Listens global keyboard event</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event pre-process management</td>
<td>Retrieves input objects and distributes them</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception management</td>
<td>Records where exceptions happened</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource management</td>
<td>Manages the fonts and icons</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

### C. Widget Module

This module cooperates with platform abstraction module that fetches from input queue, forms into event and distributes to source widget.

First, the design of widget hierarchy is based on the Composite Pattern [16]. All types of widget are divided into container and standalone. The only difference between these two types of widget is that container distributes event received recursively. Fig.4 shows the static construction of widget in huG.

The huG divides events into internal ones and external ones. And external event refers to input by mouse, keyboard or other similar devices. Internal event is custom event that responds to follow external event [18]. It is important to know that every event has listeners in huG and listener also
handles event. That is, widget classes inherit one or more listeners, so that it can use member of listeners for specific

![Diagram of event handling process]

**Figure 5. Time series of event handling**

... event handling. Therefore, it is very flexible since we can customize new listeners and add new functions.

**TABLE III. LISTENERS IN HUG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listeners</th>
<th>Relevant Events</th>
<th>Who uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action listener</td>
<td>Internal event</td>
<td>DropDown, TabbedArea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container Listener</td>
<td>Widgets add in or remove from container</td>
<td>Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Listener</td>
<td>Focus event</td>
<td>Button, DropDown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Listener</td>
<td>Keyboard event</td>
<td>All widgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Listener</td>
<td>Mouse event</td>
<td>All widgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Listener</td>
<td>An item be selected</td>
<td>DropDown, ListBox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widget Listener</td>
<td>Widgets move, resize, hide etc.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, we use the mouse click event handling for example to demonstrate the whole event handling process. Fig.5 shows event handling time series.

a) Assuming that the application fetchs a SDL event of mouse click, then transfers it to mouse input object and stores it in the mouse input queue.

b) There is a circle used for querying periodically that retrieves an input object per queue.

c) Resolve the input object and assemble it to event of huG according to its type (here, we get a mouse click event).

d) Call mouse click preprocessing function to distribute the event to where it happened.

e) Traverse all the listeners belonging to the source widgets and trigger event handling functions.

f) Now, it will finish unless some internal events have been set. The internal listener also can be triggered as the same as external one.

Comparing to the callback mechanism, this method is easier to understand and debug. It simply holds several input queues which reorganize the system event to a uniform object. And then distribute events to source widget. If a proper listener has been set, the event handling will be triggered. Moreover, there is a hierarchy of event model which is good for filtering. Besides, it also benefits listeners reusing and customizing new widgets. At present, there are 7 types of listeners in huG as shown in table 3, and maybe increase in the future.

V. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING AND TEST

We use CMake to build the multi-platform project of huG. Now, we have binary dynamic link libraries on X86 Linux systems, X86 Microsoft Windows and ARM Linux systems. Table 4 shows sizes of core library for the release version. We can see that none of them is beyond 30KB, which proves huG a very small library.

Next, we provide a tiny tutorial to show how to program with huG. The example mainly focuses on widgets. Let us see main function first:

```c
void main(int argc, char **argv) {
    // register backend library
    hugsdl::init();
    // application initialization
    widgets::init();
    // application running
    hugsdl::run();
    // application halt
```
widgets::halt();
// huG halt
hugsdl::halt();
}

Here, the class hugsdl is the major class of this application, including registering of backend instance and main circle. So look at the init function in hugsdl class for registering:

```cpp
// create the core management class
globals::gui = new gcn::Gui();
// set up graphics context using
// SDLGraphics
globals::gui->setGraphics(graphics);
// set up input class using SDL_input
globals::gui->setInput(input);
```

Here, the gcn is the namespace of huG. And the gui is an instance of core management class. These operations register a backend instance to huG, including graphics part and input part. Back to the above main function, the second sentence is initialization of application. It arranges the main window and creates several widgets. We can see how the Button is created:

```cpp
// create and set root widget
top = new gcn::Container();
top->setDimension(gcn::Rectangle(0, 0,
// 640, 480));
globals::gui->setTop(top);
// add a button widget
button = new gcn::Button("Button");
top->add(button, 200, 10);
```

After that, the run function is called. Let us step into this function:

```cpp
while(running){
    // catch user input
    SDL_Event event;
    while(SDL_PollEvent(&event)){
       // get a event from SDL
       ......

   // push the event into input
   // queue
   ......
} // end while
// handling the event by huG
globals::gui->logic();
// redraw all of GUI
globals::gui->draw();
// switch display cache
SDL_Flip(screen);
} // end while
```

In this part of the codes, we can see the main circle. It is noteworthy that huG does not define constant main circle form because the original system event can be retrieved in different ways. The most important part in the main circle is the logic function and the draw function. They handle inputs and perform results respectively.

Upon now, the application events have been processed. Now we can build them to executable files in different platform. The whole test process is presented in Fig.6. It is very clearly shown that it is an extremely flexible way to build the multi-platform programs in ubiquitous computing systems. It also suggests the good portability of huG.

### TABLE IV. SIZES OF CORE LIBRARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core library</th>
<th>Runtime environment</th>
<th>Library size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libhug.so</td>
<td>X86 Linux</td>
<td>18KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hug.dll</td>
<td>X86 Windows</td>
<td>22KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhug.so</td>
<td>ARM Linux</td>
<td>7KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. SUMMARY

By investigating the portability and availability problem of embedded GUI programming, in this paper we discussed how to design and implement a lightweight and multi-platform GUI programming toolkit for embedded ubiquitous systems. We proposed a GUI toolkit-huG based on some open source cross-platform libraries. Through the excellent designing of the hierarchical framework, huG provides a
very simple way for programming and effective support for various applications. A case study is also provided and it indicates that huG performs well in practical programming in embedded systems. For future work, we are considering to realize a ubiquitous service in the work environment which combines with our toolkit to achieve a real time adaption [21, 22, 23].
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